Introduction
Let B(H) denote the C * -algebra of all bounded linear operators on a complex separable Hilbert space H. same, and they consist of those of S together with those of T . Here, we use the direct sum notation S ⊕ T for the block-diagonal operator S 0 0 T defined on H ⊕ H. It has been shown in [18] (see also [19, p. 33] and [20] for j = 1, 2, . . . The inequality (1.1) is equivalent to several singular value inequalities, including the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality (see [2, 4, 15, 19, 20] ). This inequality has been recently extended in [9] to generalized commutators of positive operators. In fact, it has been shown in [9] that if A, B, X ∈ B(H) are such that A and B are compact and positive, then
for j = 1, 2, . . ., where · denotes the usual operator norm.
Related to the inequality (1.2), it has been also shown in [9] that if A, X ∈ B(H) are positive and X is compact, then
for j = 1, 2, . . . Since unitarily invariant norms are increasing functions of singular values, unitarily invariant norm versions of the inequalities (1.2) and (1.3) have been concluded in [9] . The unitarily invariant norm version of the inequality (1.1) has been obtained earlier in [2] . In these norm versions, s j (·) is replaced by ||| · |||, where ||| · ||| denotes any unitarily invariant (or symmetric) norm.
With the exception of the usual operator norm · , which is defined on all of B(H), each unitarily invariant norm is defined on a norm ideal contained in the ideal of compact operators, and for the sake of brevity, we will make no explicit mention of this ideal. Thus, when we consider |||T |||, we are assuming that the operator T belongs to the norm ideal associated with ||| · |||. In addition to the usual operator norm, the Schatten p-norms, including the trace norm and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, are typical examples of unitarily invariant norms. A norm inequality related to the singular value inequality (1.2), for which the stronger singular value version does not hold says that if A, B, X ∈ B(H) are such that A and B are positive, then
proofs of the inequality (1.4), we refer to [3, 9, 12] . For a host of relevant commutator inequalities with some applications, we refer to [3, 5, 6, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 16, 17] . The main purpose of this paper is to establish a singular value version of the inequality (1.4) involving X ⊕ X. A generalization of this new singular value inequality to self-adjoint operators will be also given.
Main results
To establish our singular value inequalities for commutators, we need the following two lemmas. The first lemma has been recently proved in [8] , and the second lemma is an immediate consequence of the min-max principle (see, e.g., [1, p. 75] or [7, p. 27] ).
Our first inequality includes a general singular value inequality for commutators that is related to the inequality (1.3).
Theorem 2.1. Let A, B, X, Y ∈ B(H) such that X and Y are compact. Then
s j (AX − YB) 2 max( A , B )s j (X ⊕ Y ) (2.3) for j = 1, 2, . . . In particular, s j (AX − XA) 2 A s j (X ⊕ X) (2.4) for j = 1, 2, . . .
Proof. Using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have
Our second inequality is a singular value version of the inequality (1.4) involving X ⊕ X.
Theorem 2.2. Let A, B, X ∈ B(H) such that A and B are positive, and X is compact. Then
Proof. First, we prove the inequality (2.6). Let a = A . Since A is positive, it follows that −
, and so
Now, using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, and the inequality (2.7), we have . This example also indicates that the unitarily invariant norm version of the inequality (1.3), where X ⊕ X is replaced by X, is not true. In fact, for the trace norm
A X 1 . However, the corresponding unitarily invariant norm versions of the inequalities (2.4) and (2.6) are true.
Indeed, it follows by the triangle inequality and Lemma 2.2 that if A, X ∈ B(H), then |||AX − XA|||
2 A |||X|||. As for the inequality (2.6), the situation is evident by the inequality (1.4).
As an application of Theorem 2.2, we have the following generalization of Theorem 2.2 to generalized commutators of self-adjoint operators. 
Proof. First, we prove the inequality (2.9). Since a 1 A a 2 , it follows that 0 A − a 1 a 2 − a 1 , and so
Now, using the inequalities (2.6) and (2.10), we have It has been recently shown in [12] (see also [3, 17] 
In view of the inequality (2.11), it is reasonable to conjecture that the coefficient max(a 2 , b 2 ) − min(a 1 , b 1 ) in the right-hand side of the inequality (2.8) can be replaced by the smaller coefficient max(a 2 − b 1 , b 2 − a 1 ).
Concluding remarks
We conclude the paper with the following three remarks concerning our singular value inequalities.
Remark 3.1. The proof of the inequality (1.2) given in [9] uses the concept of Cayley transforms, together with some basic properties of singular values. We remark here that it is possible to give an easier and a shorter proof that utilizes the inequality (1.3). First, assume that X is contraction, i.e.,
is positive (see, e.g., [1, p. 10] ), and it follows by the triangle
. Then C is positive and compact, and
Now, applying the inequality (1.3) to the operators C and Z, we have
But for any compact operator T , the singular values of T ⊕ T are the same as those of T, each counted twice the multiplicity. Thus, it follows from the inequality (3.1) that
for j = 1, 2, . . . For general (i.e., not necessarily contraction) operators X, the inequality (1.2) follows by applying the inequality (3.2) to the contraction operator X X .
Remark 3.2.
Employing an argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we obtain a generalization of the inequality (1.3) to the case when A is a self-adjoint operator. This generalization says that if A, X ∈ B(H) are such that X is compact and positive, and A is self-adjoint with a 1 A a 2 for some real numbers a 1 and a 2 , then
for j = 1, 2, . . . for j = 1, 2, . . . It should be noticed here that the inequality (3.5) is a natural generalization of the inequality (2.9). For, if A is self-adjoint, and a 1 = inf x =1 (Ax, x) and a 2 = sup x =1 (Ax, x), then c(A) = a 2 − a 1 .
